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Inscription sheet: 

First name / Last name: 

Birht date: Sex: e-mail: 

Country: Phone number: 

Activity: 

Paratrike tandem flight 

Activity conditions: 

1. The participant hereby declares to be informed about the activity to be carried out, and not have 

consumed prior to the activity, alcohol or substances that produce both physical and psychological 

disorders. 

2. The participant declares having no remarkable medical history or illness that prevents you from 

practicing the activity. Restrictions: This activity is restricted for pregnant women or people using 

electrical bypass.  

3. Disability: this activity can be performed by people with physical and sensory disabilities (except in the 

case of tetraplegia or hemiplegia) and mild mental disability. In this case Sky Rebels will not be 

responsible for the transfer of the client to the take-off area. The client must come with a companion that 

assists him during the phases previous and after the flight, without additional cost. 

4. Minimum weight: 30 kg, maximum weight: 100 kg. No refunds will be done in case of weight limit 

exceeded. 

5. To carry out this activity you must bring suitable footwear (sneakers or closed in any case sandals, flip 

flops, heels or platforms); it’s recommended in winter also bring warm clothes, the remaining security 

material will be provided by Sky Rebels. 

6. For safety reason is forbidden to the passenger to bring photo or video cameras, mobile phones or 

any device that could fall down. 

7. No heavy meals are recommended in the hours prior to the completion of the activity to avoid dizziness. 

8. The flight time and route will be previously agreed with the customer as listed by services and prices we 

offer; SR Deluxe: 45 minutes of flight (block to block) or SR Gold: 30 minutes of flight (block to 

block) however other services requested will be agreed upon with the customer the route, duration and 

cost of  them. Payment of the activity will be provided in advance of the performing  it. This also applies 

to any other contracted service. 

9. Unless otherwise noted, the price of the activity includes for SR Deluxe and SR Gold: tandem flight in 

paratrike, safety equipment, communications equipment and picnic (snack + water bottle). It also 

includes free transfer from the following locations: Playa del Ingles, San Fernando, Maspalomas, Tablero 

de Maspalomas, Sonnenland, Campo Internacional, Meloneras. Only one companion is allowed. 

10. Weather Conditions: performing the activity is subject to suitable weather conditions. In case of bad 

weather in the airfield, we will suspend the activities until the weather becomes better. In any case, the 

money will be refunded to the customer if the activity is not carried due to weather conditions. 

11. Minors require the signature of a parent or legal guardian, and the presence of any of them to perform 

this activity. 

12. Monitors and instructors will inform about safety standards of behavior that the participant must take 

during the development of the activity and must obey them at all times. The monitors, instructors and 

pilots are certified, qualified and carry elements of communication between them and the base. During 

the development of the activity monitors, instructors and pilots will ensure the safety of participants. 

13. Sky Rebels, to the deliberate delay by the participant at the beginning of the activity may shorten the 

course or duration of it without harming the amusement of it. 
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14. The material supplied by Sky Rebels is approved by the EC and the relevant agencies, and is included 

on the final price of the activity. The participant agrees not to damage by inappropriate use the 

material provided by Sky Rebels for the activity. Otherwise Sky Rebels will require payment of the 

damaged material at the prices indicated in the invoices of material. 

15. The participant undertakes to respect the environment, preserving it from contamination. 

16. All activities offered by Sky Rebels are covered by accident insurance and liability insurance. You 

can request a copy of them to our monitors, or any other information you require. 

17. The abandoning of the participant during the activity does not entitle the partial or total refund 

amount. 

18. Sky Rebels is not responsible for changes that occur regarding the weather, from the time of starting the 

activity until closing, and reserves the right to alter the activity for technical (safety), environmental or 

meteorological reasons, etc. 

19. For the purposes of the provisions of the GDPR All data collected have the commitment of confidentiality, 

with the security measures established by law, and under no circumstances are ceded or treated by third 

parties, physical or legal, without the prior consent of the client , guardian or legal representative, except 

in those cases in which it is essential for the correct provision of the service. 

20. Failure by the passenger of any of the indicated instructions will imply the cancellation of the activity 

without the right to return the money. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In San Bartolomé de Tirajana, _____, _____________________, 20__ 

Name: 

 

Signature 

 

 

I do not give my consent to Sky Rebels for the use of the material filmed during the performance of the 

activity as well as the publication in various media (website and social networks) 

 

I do NOT give my consent to Sky Rebels for my email to be sent to TripAdvisor in order to receive email 

messages requesting opinions about their business. 

 

 


